FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wilwood Disc Brakes introduces new swing mount pedal and dual master cylinder assembly

Camarillo, CA • July 9, 2012

If building a racecar, street rod, or Pro-Touring vehicle, Wilwood's has a new Adjustable Reverse Mount Adjustable Pedal assembly with two master cylinders positioned inside the firewall and away from engine heat. Pedal assembly (Part number 340-12509) features an all aluminum frame and forged aluminum pedal arms with ladder style construction. The frame and the pedal arms are black anodized for protection and an attractive appearance. The pedal pads are of a special adjustable lightweight design that allows fine-tuning of the pedal location and clearance. Also included with the assembly are the mounting studs, hardware, clevis, and pivot pin balance bar that is designed to provide smooth and accurate settings of the brake pedal bias. The balance bar can be set and locked down with the jam nut, or attached to a remote cable for quick on-track adjustments. The unit provides a 6.25 to 1 ratio to satisfy most mounting and leverage requirements.

The master cylinders and the brake pedal assembly are sold separately.

For more information contact: Wilwood Engineering at (805) 388-1188 and request to speak with Erika Gordillo for marketing issues, or Andy Fritts for technical questions. Also, Wilwood's website is accessible at www.wilwood.com or e-mail customerreply@wilwood.com
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